Support vector machine (SVM) achieves successful classification performance with the application in non-coding RNA (ncRNA) data. With the rapid increase of the species and sizes of ncRNA sequences, several fast SVM methods based on data distribution and contour information have been developed to reduce their time complexity. However, they are sensitive to both noise and class imbalance problems. In this paper, a fast and robust SVM with anti-noise convex hull for large-scale ncRNA data classification (called FRSVM-ANCH) is proposed. FRSVM-ANCH discards the outliers in the feature space and obtains the convex hull of different classes. Then, the convex hull as the training data, along with its weight is used to train the SVM. Due to less sensitive to noise, pinball loss is adopted in SVM classifier. Theoretical analysis and experimental results verify the advantages of FRSVM-ANCH in classification performance and training time on large scale noisy and imbalanced ncRNA datasets.
have been shown to be closely related to regulatory development and critical diseases, such as cancer, heart disease and so on [6] , [7] . Thus, researching on ncRNA not only has importance of theory and applications, but also will offer necessary tools for exploring the hypostasis of life.
At present, the exact number and species of ncRNA in any organism are unclear. The discovery and identification of ncRNA in various organisms is one of the important goals of ncRNA research. The common methods in the early research are experimental methods, but they are usually expensive and time consuming. With the completion of sequencing of various biological genomes and the establishment of corresponding databases, it is possible to apply machine learning methods or statistical methods in various researches of ncRNA. Commonly used machine learning methods include the nearest neighbor method, neural network, random forest, support vector machine (SVM), and so on [8] [9] [10] [11] . Using ncRNA sequences as input and extracting sequence features, machine learning methods can complete the training of ncRNA recognition model and automatically classify ncRNA sequences. In [12] , a multi-objective evolutionary method is proposed to classify miRNA for differencing tumor tissues from normal tissues. In [13] a convolution neural network method is proposed to predict miRNA. Using the first ORF relative length and frequencies of nucleotide patterns as the sample features, a SVM based method is proposed in [14] to distinguish lncRNA from protein coding transcripts (PCTs). In [15] , through extracting features from ncRNA secondary structure, a deep neural network method is proposed to classify 13 different ncRNA classes. In [16] , a SVM based classifier called iSeeRNA is proposed to identify long intergenic ncRNA.
The classification principle of traditional SVM builds an optimal classification hyperplane, which maximizes the minimum margin between the samples belonging to two classes. Owing to the prominent performance, SVM is one of the most successful methods for ncRNA classification [17] , [18] . However, about 180 global biological databases had been published up to 2018, of which ncRNA data storage almost doubled every year [19] . The naive time complexity of SVM is O(N 3 ) with N training samples. Classification on large-scale ncRNA datasets becomes a challenge to SVM. In recent years, many studies have focused on reducing the training samples through considering the geometric structure of the data distribution. These studies aim to select the representative samples as the training samples, which can reflect the geometric contour of data. For example, the generalized core vector machine (GCVM) [20] finds a minimal enclosing ball to include maximally the data. Fast density estimator (FastKDE) [21] establishes the relationship between kernel density estimation and quadratic programming (QP) problems, and uses simple sampling strategy to select training samples. Approximate extreme points support vector machine (AESVM) [22] , extreme vector machine (EVM) [23] , convex hull vector machine (CHVM) [8] and convex hull vertices selection (CHVS) [24] use convex hull strategy to calculate the representative samples in the feature space.
However, these methods can achieve satisfactory classification performance only in relatively ideal situations where the data are not contaminated by noise/outliers, and data are class balanced. In practice, the genome sequences generally are contaminated with exogenous sequences or crosscontamination between samples. Even some studies need to be able to demonstrate that there is no contamination in the sequencing data [25] . Meanwhile, for newly discovered ncRNA species, it may be impossible to build up an efficient new ncRNA database in the first period. It is a typically imbalanced classification problem, in which the samples in one class are much more than those in the other class. To establish a more effective SVM for large-scale ncRNA classification, in this study, we propose a fast and robust support vector machine with anti-noise convex hull called FRSVM-ANCH, which aims to select training samples based on the random projection and anti-noise convex hull strategies in noisy and imbalanced ncRNA scenarios. Firstly, FRSVM-ANCH projects samples into several two-dimensional subspaces by random projection strategy, and maps the two-dimensional subspace data to the feature space. Secondly, FRSVM-ANCH obtains the anti-noise convex hull of training samples and its weight in the feature space. The weight of convex hull vectors reflects the "importance" of each convex hull vector to the whole data. Thirdly, FRSVM-ANCH restores convex hull vectors to the original sample, and uses them with their weights together for the training of SVM classifier. Due to the noise insensitive, FRSVM-ANCH adopts the pinball loss in the SVM classifier. When dealing with class imbalance problem, FRSVM-ANCH can obtain convex hulls of comparable size in different classes by adjusting the method parameters. The novelty of our study is that: 1) we solve the problem of noisy and imbalanced ncRNA classification in a SVM model. To our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to address these issues.
2) The strategies of random projection and antinoise convex hull not only obtain the noise-free convex hull, but also can automatically adjust the size of convex hull. 3) The weight of convex hull and pinball loss are introduced into SVM classifier, so that the robustness and classification performance can be promoted. 4) Theoretical analysis and experiments validate the performance of FRSVM-ANCH.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basic concepts of SVM, Pinball loss, convex hull and random projection. Section III describes the proposed FRSVM-ANCH in detail. Section IV discusses the classification performance and computation complexity of FRSVM-ANCH. Section V evaluates the proposed FRSVM-ANCH on the large scale noisy and imbalanced ncRNA data. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. SVM AND PINBALL LOSS For a binary classification task with labeled training dataset
, where x i ∈ R d is a sample of d dimension and y i ∈ {−1, 1} is its class label. The primal problem of SVM can be written as min w,b
where w and b are the weight vector and bias parameter, respectively. l(w, b, x i ) is the loss function. The commonly used hinge loss function in SVM is
Based on the maximum margin strategy, the corresponding classification hyperplane of SVM classifier can be represented as
The solution of hinge loss based SVM is equivalent to finding an optimal classification hyperplane, which separates the contour samples of two classes at maximum intervals. Thus, hinge loss based SVM is sensitive to outliners, especially to outliners around the boundary of classification hyperplane. VOLUME 7, 2019 In contrast, pinball loss [26] , [27] maximizes the quantile distance instead of maximizing the margin between two classes, i.e.,
where 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. The core idea behind pinball loss is the statistical meaning of q-lower quantiles. min
B. CONVEX HULL Convex hull can geometrically describe the geometric structure of data. Given the dataset X = {x i } N i=1 , the convex hull is the smallest convex set containing all samples in X,
Any sample x i can be expressed as the following linear combination of convex hull vectors,
where x t ∈convex(X) λ i,t = 1 and 0 ≤ λ i,t ≤ 1.
Inspired of convex hull, several SVMs have been proposed based on the geometric structure of data. By introducing the nonlinear kernel mapping φ( ), the sample x i in the feature space is represented as φ(x i ). In order to ensure the solvability of convex hull, the linear relationship between φ(x i )and kernel convex hull convex(φ(X ))can be written as [22] φ(
where 0 ≤ γ i,t ≤ 1 and
C. RANDOM PROJECTION
Random projection (RP) [28] is a popular technique to deal with dimensionality reduction transformations by using a random matrix. The core idea of PR is Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [28] , which states that if samples in the feature space have high dimensions, they can be projected into the appropriate lower-dimensional subspace in a manner that approximately preserves the distances between the samples. The random matrix R is independent of data. Gaussian PR is often chosen to generate matrix R. In this case, R is an orthogonal matrix that satisfies independent and identical distribution, and the rows of R are zero-mean normal vectors. Data X and its projection RX have the same distribution, so that the geometry of data samples can be preserved. Both PR and SVM are distance learning methods.It is theoretically proved that PRbased SVM can accurately recover the optimal solution of the original SVM problem [29] .
III. FAST AND ROBUST SUPPOR VECTOR MACHINE WITH ANTI-NOISE CONVEX HULL A. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Based on theoretical analysis in [30] , by projecting the samples into low-dimensional subspaces multiple times, the combination of obtained convex hulls in low-dimensional subspaces can be approximately equivalent to that in highdimensional space. That is, when it is difficult to calculate the convex hull in the high-dimensional space, we can calculate the combination of convex hull in the low-dimensional subspaces. Based on this idea, a learning method of convex hull using PR strategy is proposed. The method consists of the following five stages:
FRSVM-ANCH projects the dataset X into L two-dimensional subspaces using Gaussian PR, and the dataset in each subspace is named as X l (l = 1, 2, ..., L). Then FRSVM-ANCH maps the X l into the feature space through kernel function and obtains the kernel dataset φ(X l ). Next, FRSVM-ANCH divides the corresponding feature space into k sets of vertical symmetric parts with equal central angle θ , and the t-th (t = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1) vertical regions are denoted as r l,t andr l,t , respectively.
where θ = π/k.
(2) Remove outliers. In FRSVM-ANCH, the central unit vector u l,t in the r l,t is denoted as follows,
Then FRSVM-ANCH calculates the maximum inner products p l,t of vector x in r l,t and central unit vector u l,t
According to the geometric distribution of outliers, outliers are often far away from most of the data samples belonging to the normal samples [31] . Thus, as the boundary vectors in the r l,t , the samples corresponding to p l,t are likely to be outliers. FRSVM-ANCH calculates these samples as follows:
Take the region r l,t for example, based on the definition of outliers in [24] , FRSVM-ANCH calculates the distances d ker (M l,t , x)between M l,t and other vectors in r l,t :
FRSVM-ANCH records the occurrence frequencykof the condition in which the distance d 2 ker (M l,t , x) is less than α,
If the obtained occurrence frequencyk is less than the given numberα, the original samples corresponding to M l,t are identified as the outliers. The process of removing outliers is executed repeatedly until the boundary vectors in each projection do not satisfy Eq. (15).
(3) Calculate candidate convex hull. In each region r l,t , FRSVM-ANCH calculates the candidate convex hull
It is worth noting that if the origin is inside the geometry of φ(X l ), the candidate convex hull vectors v l,t in the region r l,t are equal to the vectors M l,t . If the origin is outside the geometry of φ(X j ), only a partial convex hull set of φ(X j ) can be obtained by Eq. (13), and all candidate convex hull vectors of φ(X j ) will be calculated by Eq. (16) . Then, the candidate convex hull set V is constructed using the candidate convex hull vectors in all symmetric regions. The vectors in the set V are restored to the d-dimensional space. The frequency of each candidate sample is counted. (4) Construct convex hull. In view of the idea of convex hull, any sample in the feature space can be approximately written as a linear combination relationship with convex hull. Assume the convex hull of φ(X) is V * . According to the frequency of each candidate sample in V, the initial set of V * is set as the samples with the highest frequency in FRSVM-ANCH. Thus, FRSVM-ANCH forms the function
where v j ∈ V. The samples in V are substituted into Eq. (17) in descending order according to their frequencies.
can not be linearly represented by current convex hullV * , thus v j is a convex hull vector. Then FRSVM-ANCH add v j into V * , i.e, V * = V * ∪ v j . The role of εhas two aspects. First, the threshold ε indicates the degree to which the approximation error can be tolerated. Second, adjusting εcan obtain different sizes of convex hull.
After discarding the constant item, Eq. (17) can be written as
Obviously, Eq. (18) is a standard convex quadratic programming problem. It will be solved by Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [32] algorithm in FRSVM-ANCH. (5) Build classifier. Let β t be the weight of each convex hull vector, which reflects the "importance" of each convex hull vector to the whole data. The value of β t is calculated as
The 
where 
Similar to the traditional SVM, the classification decision function of FRSVM-ANCH can be obtained by solving the optimal w and b
B. IMBALANCED CLASSIFICATION FOR FRSVM-ANCH
In class imbalanced dataset, the class with more samples is named as majority class, and the class with fewer samples is named as minority class. For newly discovered ncRNA species, it may not be possible to build up a new ncRNA database with sufficient samples in the first period. Application such as new ncRNA identification is more important than regular identification. However, SVM generally assumes that training data are class balanced, i.e., the size of samples from each class is roughly equal. When learning from class imbalanced datasets, the hyperplane of SVM has a tendency towards the minority class, so that SVM achieves high classification accuracy over the majority class, but classifies poorly over the minority class.
To solve this problem, FRSVM-ANCH aims to adjust the size of convex hull by selecting optimal region parameter k or convex hull threshold ε. From Eq. (10), we can see that when the parameter k is small, the number of sub-region is small, and then the size of candidate convex hull set is small. On the contrary, when the parameter k is large, the size of candidate convex hull set is also large. Similarly, from Eq. (18), we can see that when the threshold ε is small, the number of vectors that do not satisfy max
large, so the size of expected convex hull is large. Conversely, the larger the value ε is, the smaller the convex hull set is. In very highly class imbalanced ncRNA identifications with an class imbalance ratio great than 30, the convex hull is calculated only in majority class, and all samples of minority class are retained. The corresponding weight β of samples of minority class in Eq.(20) are set to be 1. In highly imbalanced ncRNA classification with an class imbalance ratio smaller than 30, smaller k or larger ε are used in minority class, while larger k or smaller ε are used in majority class, so that the scale of convex hull obtained in both classes can be roughly equivalent.
C. FRSVM-ANCH METHOD DESCRIPTION
Based on the analysis above, the FRSVM-ANCH can be summarized by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 FRSVM-RPCH
Step 1.
Project X to Ltwo-dimensional spaces; For j = 1 to L Step 2.
Divide φ(X j ) into k vertical symmetric regions by using Eq. (10); Step 3.
Definite the kernel unit vector in each region by using Eq. (11); Step 4.
Remove the outliers in each region by using Eqs. (14) Obtain the optimal parameters (w, b), and obtain the decision function f (x).
IV. DISCUSSION

A. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To solve the difficulties encountered by the single-view algorithm in dealing with multi-view clustering tasks, a multiview collaborative fuzzy clustering algorithm (Co-FKM) is proposed based on the classical FCM algorithm. This algorithm introduces the membership constraint item Here we analyze the classification performance of FRSVM-RPCH. The unconstrained objection function of pinball loss based SVM using the whole data as training set is names as
The unconstrained objection function of FRSVM-ANCH with the convex hull as training set is names as
From Eq. (21) we can have α * ∞ ≤ C N , thus α * 1 ≤ C. Substitute it into Eq. (25), we have 1 2 
Adding the term (1/2) w 2 on the both side of above inequality, we have F 3 
Cε. Theorem 1 proves that under ideal conditions without outlines and class imbalance, the classification accuracy of FRSVM-ANCH is very close to that of pin-SVM.
Although the above algorithm implements the interactive learning of each view when dealing with multi-view clustering tasks and has better clustering performance than the previous single-view ensemble clustering algorithm, but there are still some improvements, such as the disadvantages we outlined in the introduction. For this purpose, a new multi-view clustering algorithm is proposed in the following section.
B. COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The process of FRSVM-ANCH consists of five stages: RP, removing outliers, calculating candidate set of convex hull, construct convex hull and build classifier. Given a d-dimensional data set of size N , the time complexity of the first two stages are O(L(2dN )) and O(md 2 ), respectively, where L is the times of PR, k is the number of vertical regions, and m is the number of identified outliers. The time complexity of third stage is O(N + 2k)/2). In the fourth stage, FRSVM-ANCH gradually uses the SMO algorithm to solve Eq. (10), and its time complexity is O(
|V| and n i are the size of candidate convex hull set and current convex hull, respectively. In the fifth stage, FRSVM-ANCH still uses SMO algorithm to train the classifier, thus its time complexity is O(|V * | 2 ), where |V * | is the size of convex hull obtained in the fourth stage. Therefore, the time complexity
. It should be noted that stages 1-3 are executed in the parallel manner, the time complexity can be efficiently reduced. Since the size of V * is much smaller than N , the time complexity of FRSVM-ANCH is much less than that of traditional SVM. Thus FRSVM-ANCH can be applied to largescale noisy ncRNA classification tasks.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed FRSVM-ANCH on several large-scale ncRNA datasets in our experiments. Datasets and experimental settings are introduced in subsection V-A. The parameter selection on SKCHO-SVM is presented in subsection V-B. In subsection V-C, the comparison experiments in the noisy scenarios are reported. Class imbalance is considered, and the comparison experiments are reported in subsection V-D.
A. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
We use a pool of 309 5S ribosomal RNA [33] and 479 tRNAs from the Sprinzl database [34] in the experiments. The 5S ribosomal RNA database consists of 47,586 D1 sequence pairs. Then three ncRNA datasets are constructed using the above large scale ncRNA sequence pairs. The detail of three ncRNA datasets is shown in Table 1 . Eight features are extracted following the feature extraction strategy in [35] , including the length of the shorter sequence, A nucleotide frequencies, U nucleotide frequencies, C nucleotide frequencies of two sequences respectively, and the feature computed by secondary structures called G • total : G • total = G • 1 + G • 2 +(the number of gaps in alignment) * G • gappenalty , where G • 1 and G • 2 are the predicted folding free energy changes of secondary structures of two sequence respectively, and G • gappenalty is a penalty applied for each gap in the alignment.
Our experiments consist of two parts: one is to verify the performance of FRSVM-ANCH on noisy large-scale ncRNA datasets. The comparison methods include pin-SVM [27] , CVM [36] , Hub-EVM [23] and FastKDE [22] . The other experimental part is to verify the performance of FRSVM-ANCH on noisy and imbalanced large-scale ncRNA datasets. The comparison methods include four imbalanced classification methods: IM-FastKDE [22] , CS-SVM [37] , MLWSVM [38] , and IM-Hub-EVM [23] . To obtain the optimal parameters in all methods, parameters are selected with the common used grid search five-fold cross-validation strategy. The Gaussian kernel is used for all SVM classifiers. The regularization parameter and the kernel parameter in Gaussian kernel are set within the grid {10 −3 , ..., 10 3 } and {10 −2 , ..., 10 2 }, respectively. For large scale classification methods, FastKDE simply selects at 15% of the training data as new training set. The segregation parameters in Hub-EVM is set as P = {10 4 , 5×10 4 , 10 5 } and V = {10 2 , 5×10 2 , 10 3 , 2.5×10 3 , 5×10 3 }. The parameters τ in pinball loss is set 0.05. The threshold ε in CVM, Hub-EVM and FRSVM-ANCH is set within {10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 }. The parameter h in Hub-EVM is set 0.1. The parathion parameter k in FRSVM-ANCH is set within {4, 6, 9, 18}. Gaussian RP matrix is used in FRSVM-ANCH and the number of RP is twice of the dimension in experiments. The parameterαin Eq.(15) is set 0.5. For imbalanced classification methods, IM-FastKDE is based on FastKDE, which samples training data at different proportions in two classes, in order to make the ratio of two classes of training data 1:1. IM-Hub-EVM is based on Hub-EVM, which adjusts the training data in majority class by setting proper parameters P and V . The other parameters in comparison methods are obtained in their default settings.
The performance of large scale classification methods is evaluated in terms of three validity indexes: training time, classification accuracy and the number of support vectors. In subsection V-D, the performance of imbalanced classification methods is evaluated in terms of three validity indexes: training time, geometric mean (G-mean) [39] and Recall [40] . G-mean is the root of the product of class-wise sensitivity.
Recall also called sensitivity, is the fraction of the minority class samples that are successfully classified. Both G-mean and Recalltake values from 0 to 1, and larger values mean better performance. Our experiments are implemented in MATLAB using a computer with 2.6 GHz dual-core CPU, 8 GB RAM, and Windows operation system.
B. CLASSIFICATION ON LARGE-SCALE NOISY NCRNA DATA SETS
As discussed above, ncRNA data sets are contaminated by noise or outliers in the real world applications. In this subsection, we evaluate FRSVM-ANCH with four large scale classification methods on large scale noisy ncRNA data. Following [26] , we add the additional outliers of 5% data at the boundary and inside of the data. The added outliers are Gaussian white noise with the mean value of 0 and the variance of 5%, 10% and 20% of the data, respectively. The data boundary in the feature space can be approximately obtained by SVDD method [22] . Table 2 shows the average classification performances of all methods in noise scenarios, where the best result is emphasized in bold. We can easily see that with the increase of Gaussian noises, the classification accuracies of all methods are reduced. Especially for CVM and FastKDE, since the classification boundary of CVM and FastKDE are affected by the outliers, their classification accuracies decrease rapidly with the increase of noise intensity. FRSVM-ANCH achieves the best classification accuracy on three noisy ncRNA datasets. The reason is that a) FRSVM-ANCH can identify and remove the majority of outliers before calculating the convex hull. b) In the process of choosing convex hull, FRSVM-ANCH ignores the outliers inside the geometric contour of the convex hull. c) Even if very few outliers are blended in the convex hull, FRSVM-ANCH is insensitive to noise based on the advantage of pinball loss. Since pin-SVM occupies too much training time on D3 dataset, its training time is not recorded. On D1 and D2 datasets, the accuracy of pin-SVM is higher that those of CVM and FastKDE. Hub-EVM completes SVM classifier based on an approximation of convex hull with Huber loss. It is insensitive to noise when the noise level is low. In the presence of high noise level, Hub-EVM has high classification errors. CVM solves the minimum enclosing ball (MEB) problem to obtain the core set as the training set, thus it is sensitive to outliers. Table 3 shows the average training time of all methods in noise scenarios. We can see that due to simply sampling strategy, FastKDE is effective in training time on D1 and D2 datasets. On the much larger dataset of D3, the training time of FRSVM-ANCH is much less than that of FastKDE. Since the training set of pin-SVM is the whole training samples, it cannot work for D3 dataset. The theoretical time complexity of CVM is asymptotic linear with the number of the training data N . However, CVM needs more time to find the MEB of training set on large scale datasets. Hub-EVM calculates the convex hull based on the binary search tree building method, its training time is directly related to the size of two levels of segregations. In summary, FRSVM-ANCH is an effective classification method for large scale noisy ncRNA datasets. Table 4 shows the average number of support vectors of all methods in noise scenarios. It is known that the number of support vectors is directly related to the testing time of SVM. With fewer support vectors, the testing time is shorter. We can see that FRSVM-ANCH obtains a small number of support vectors, and we expect FRSVM-ANCH achieves fast testing time. Hub-EVM, FastKDE and CVM obtain more number of support vectors than FRSVM-ANCH, because the Hessian matrix transformed by both Huber loss and squared hinge loss are positive definite, they tend to obtain more support vectors than pinball loss.
C. CLASSIFICATION ON LARGE-SCALE NOISY AND IMBALANCED NCRNA DATA SETS
To better show the influence of class imbalance on the performance of FRSVM-ANCH, we randomly select different size of positive and negative sequence pairs to structure new noisy and imbalanced ncRNA datasets on D1, D3 and D2 with 5% Gaussian noise. The detail information of constructed noisy and imbalanced ncRNA datasets is show in Table 5 . As mentioned above, when dealing with unbalanced data classification, FRSVM-ANCH uses different parameter k to calculate roughly the same convex hull of different classes when the minority and majority class ratios are less than 1:30. When the minority and majority class ratios exceed 1:30, only convex hull is calculated in the majority class, and all samples of minority class are retained. The comparison method IM-FastKDE is based on FastKDE. IM-FastKDE adopts different proportions of simply sampling strategy, such that the sizes of training samples of two classes are rough the same. IM-Hub-EVM is based on Hub-EVM. IM-Hub-EVM selects the roughly the same convex hull in two classes by adjusting the parameter ε.
The average G-mean of all comparison methods is shown in Figure 1 . The average Recall of all comparison methods is shown in Figure 2 . The average training time of all comparison methods is shown in Figure 3 . We can see from Fig. 1 that the G-mean values of IM-FastKDE, CS-SVM, MLWSVM and IM-Hub-EVM decrease in varying degrees with the increase of class imbalance ratios. It is because that the classification hyperplane skew to the minority class and far away from the majority class. The classification accuracy of minority class decreases, and the G-mean also decreases. However, we can notice that FRSVM-ANCH has the best G-mean and the smallest decline in all comparison methods. Because FRSVM-ANCH can keep the balance of size of training samples in different classes, while takes fully into account the contour information of data sets in the feature space. CS-SVM and MLWSVM improve the classification accuracy by setting different classification costs for majority and minority classes, but cost sensitive methods could sacrifice the accuracy of some samples in majority class. Therefore, the experimental results of CS-SVM and MLWSVM are worse than those of FRSVM-ANCH. The simple sampling strategy in IM-FastKDE easily leads to over-fitting problem of the classifier. IM-Hub-EVM selects roughly the same training data in different classes based on convex hull strategy. However, the value of parameter ε is closely related to the classification accuracy, different ε will lead to different accuracy of two classes.
We can see from Figure 3 , similar to the results in Figure 1 , the Recall values of each method decrease with the increase of imbalance, but FRSVM-ANCH achieves the best experimental results among all comparison methods. Due to the instability of simple sampling, the Recall value of IM-FastKDE is the worst among all methods. In addition, the imbalanced ncRNA datasets in our experiments are corrupted with 5% Gaussian noise, the advantage of noise assistance strategy also help FRSVM-ANCH achieve good classification performance on noisy and imbalanced ncRNA data sets.
From Figure 3 , we can see that CS-SVM is much slower than the other four methods. Since it uses all samples as the training data, and the time complexity of CS-SVM is O(N 2 ) by using the SMO training strategy. MLWSVM uses the KNN method to select the representative samples of the data, and its training time is shorter than CS-SVM. IM-FastKDE and FCHC-RP have the comparative training time on most of large scale noisy and imbalanced ncRNA data sets.
D. PARAMETER SELECTION IN D1 DATASET WITH 5% GAUSSIAN NOISE
In this subsection, the performance on FRSVM-ANCH is presented as follows. We discuss how many samples in the convex hull will be sufficient for D1 classification. As discussed in section 3, the kernel parameter σ , partition parameter k and threshold ε is directly related to the size of convex hull. The experimental results on the size of obtained convex hull with different parameters are shown in Figure 4 . The experimental (1) The number of convex hull vectors is proportional to the parameter k. Along with the increase of k, the more regions are divided in the feature space. Therefore, larger convex hull can be obtained. Conversely, when kis small, smaller convex hull will be obtained in the feature space.
(2) The size of convex hull increases with the increase of Gauss kernel parameter. The parameter σ controls the distribution of samples in the feature space. When σ is small, the distance between samples in the feature space is small and the distribution is concentrated, thus the obtained convex hull is small. When σ is large, the distance between samples are large and the distribution is dispersed, thus the obtained convex hull is large.
(3) Similarly, the parameter ε controls the scale of obtained convex hull. When ε is large, more samples are satisfied Eq. (14), so smaller convex hull is obtained, and the running time is small. Conversely, when ε is small, fewer samples are satisfied Eq. (14) , so larger convex hull is obtained.
The smaller εtends to obtain more convex hull vectors. More convex hull vectors result in longer running time of convex hull selection, however, the better precision and recall will obtain. This is because the more convex hull vectors, the better the representation of contour distribution of data in feature space can be represented. Therefore, in practical network traffic classification, we need to balance the running time and the number of convex hull vectors. In the experiments we can fix ε = 10 −3 .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a large-scale ncRNA classification method in noise and class imbalance scenarios in this study. The proposed FRSVM-ANCH method maps the original sample to multiple feature subspaces by RP, and calculates the antinoise convex hull in the feature space. By introducing pinball loss, FRSVM-ANCH trains a robust SVM classifier using convex hull and its weight as the inputs. The time complexity and classification performance of FRSVM-ANCH is theoretically analyzed in this study, along with its anti-noise performance and imbalanced classification performance are experimental evaluated in the experiments. Although this study only discusses the problem of binary classification, for multi-classification problems, FRSVM-ANCH can be implemented by the commonly used classification combination method such as one-vs.-rest and one-vs.-one. Our future works include extending FRSVM-ANCH to online ncRNA classification tasks. In addition, label noise problem in ncRNA classification is another study work in near future.
